Message Text

UNCLASSIFIED

PAGE 01  STATE  217612

45
ORIGIN NEA-12

INFO OCT-01 ISO-00 SS-20 RSC-01 /034 R

DRAFTED BY NEA/INS:JHHAWES:HME
APPROVED BY S/S - MR. MILLER
NEA/INS:DKUX
NEA:LBLAINGEN
S/S-S:CTHOMAS
S:LBREMER
S/S - MR. MILLER
---------------------     037345
R 051727Z NOV 73
FM SECSTATE WASHDC
TO AMEMBASSY NEW DELHI

UNCLAS STATE 217612

E.O.  11652:  N/A
TAGS:  PFOR, IN
SUBJECT:  NOBEL CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

REF:  NEW DELHI 12113

FOR AMBASSADOR FROM THE SECRETARY

MANY THANKS AND WARM REGARDS.  RUSH

UNCLASSIFIED
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